


This School is the venue 
for scholars, officials and 
students from the world 
over to gather, research, 
and exchange ideas on 
how societies are best 
governed in a globalising 
world. All participants 
will benefit from a 
rigorous study of policies 
that have succeeded and 
those that failed.

Lee Kuan Yew
Former Prime Minister, Singapore
Distinguished Fellow, Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy
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Professor Danny Quah
Dean and Li Ka Shing Professor in Economics,
Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy

the time for Asia is now. for years now the 
world’s economic centre has been pulling 
away from the West. While some might 
argue who will take America’s place as the 
engine of the world economy, the facts are 
clear and undisputed. According to the 
organisation for economic cooperation and 
development, Asia is and will continue to 
be the world’s fastest-growing region, with 
china and India leading the charge. by 2050, 
these two countries will become the world’s 
largest economies. the world’s economic 
centre will be in Asia. A new world order is 
taking shape, definitely economically but 
potentially politically as well.

In this re-assignment of global leadership, 
the lee Kuan yew school of public policy 
(lKyspp), part of the national university 
of singapore, will continue to inspire, 
improve lives, and take central position in 
the conversation to transform Asia. We 
do this by working hard on two planks: 
pursuing academic and intellectual 
excellence, and crafting lessons for 
meaningful public policy-making.

professor Kishore mahbubani, the 
school’s founding dean, has produced 
outstanding results in this regard. In 
his years as dean since the school was 
founded in 2004, lKyspp has flourished 
to become one of the world’s most 
respected schools of public policy. 

our valuable partnerships have resulted in 
productive collaborations with other leading 
global institutions. our active and diverse 
faculty contribute op-ed articles to widely-
read publications. governments in Asia look 
to us for advice. In 2017, we co-organised 
the prestigious International conference on 
public policy, attended by more than 1,300 
participants from 80 countries.

housed in the beautiful and lush  
singapore botanic gardens, a unesco 
World heritage site, our campus includes 
four vibrant research centres. their 
research and in-depth case studies touch 
every aspect of public policy in Asia, from 
geopolitics, water management and urban 
planning, public housing and healthcare, 

and economic competitiveness, to 
education and the environment.

this year, we continue to build on prof 
mahbubani’s legacy by introducing two 
innovations – first, a two-year master in 
International Affairs programme, offering 
a sharper focus on foreign policy; and the 
lee Kuan yew school course. the latter is 
a compulsory module for masters students 
in all the english language programmes 
at lKyspp, cultivating a shared academic 
experience while delivering valuable lessons 
from the singapore story, set against a 
background of Asia’s development. 

Indeed, we will continue to draw precious 
knowledge and experience from the 
country’s best minds in public policy 
– whether as part of our faculty, guest 
lecturers, or as collaborators with our 
researchers – to pursue and develop 
both world-changing ideas and everyday 
practical solutions for this historical era.

yet, despite being a singapore institution, 
lKyspp has a very diverse student 
population. twenty percent of our students 
are from singapore; the remaining eighty 
per-cent from all corners of the world. 
this not only adds to the richness of our 
classroom discussions, but also provides 
networking opportunities outside the 
walls of academia and beyond our shores. 
the school has graduated over 2,800 
individuals from 91 countries and territories, 
equipping them with genuine insight on 
Asia and the world.

such knowledge and understanding on Asia 
and its place in the world will be critical in 
this time of transition. Against the backdrop 
of a rising Asia, lKyspp offers the best of 
Asian pragmatism and Western learning. 
the time for Asia is now. prepare yourself for 
that future by enrolling in the school today.

Dean’s Message

CAn ASIA  
LEAD ThE worLD?



Prof Danny Quah
dean and li Ka shing professor 
in economics, 
lee Kuan yew school of public policy

Mr Chan Sek Keong 
former chief Justice, singapore

Prof Victor Halberstadt
professor of public sector economics, 
leiden university

Mr Peter Ho
senior Adviser, centre for strategic 
futures & chairman, 
urban redevelopment Authority 

Mr Simon Israel
chairman, singtel board

Mr Ng Kok Song
chairman, Avanda Investment 
management pte ltd

Ambassador Susan C Schwab
strategic Advisor, mayer brown llp

Members

Mrs Tan Ching Yee
permanent secretary  
(prime minister’s office) (special duties), 
and permanent secretary (finance) 

Mr Peter Schwartz
senior vice president (strategic planning), 
salesforce

Prof Tan Eng Chye 
president, national university of singapore

Mr Phillip Tan
director, eQ Insurance ltd

Mr Leo Yip
head of civil service, permanent secretary 
(prime minister’s office, prime minister’s office 
(strategy) & national security and Intelligence 
coordination), prime minister’s office

Prof Dr. Susilo Bambang 
Yudhoyono
the 6th president of the republic of Indonesia, 
and chairman, board of trustees,  
the yudhoyono Institute

Mr Goh Chok Tong
emeritus senior minister, singapore

Chairman

VISION

A world transformed through 
good governance and 
leadership excellence.

MISSION

to be the leading global public policy 
school in Asia, developing thought 
leadership, improving standards of 

governance and transforming lives for a 
more sustainable world.

GuIDED bY LEADErS, 
For LEADErS

the lee Kuan yew school of public policy (lKyspp) 
governing board upholds our vision and mission 
by providing strategic direction and overseeing 

development and management. 

comprising renowned academics in the field of public policy, senior civil servants 
and leading figures from the private sector, the board plays a pivotal role in 

maintaining lKyspp as the school of choice for public policy in Asia. 

governing BoarD
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member of the Association of professional 
schools of International Affairs (ApsIA)

executive education trained over

Asian school in the 
global public policy 
network (gppn)

1st

3rd best worldwide 

best-endowed school 
of public policy in Asia

300
annual events featuring 
world-renowned speakers

2,800
graduates

over

nationalities91from

THE LEE KuAn YEw SChooL 
oF PubLIC PoLICY’S  

IMPACT AnD GLobAL 
FooTPrInT

overvieW

of cohort receive 
scholarships

more than

75%

Professionals
15,000

countries
104
from

classroom diversity

international students
from 30 countries

80%

4 research 
Centres

more than

produced over

books120

research publications 
over the last five years700

translated 
to

languages
17

mentioned 
in close to

media articles

6,000
journal 
articles440

national university 
of singapore (nus) 

is one of 
Asia’s leading universities 

* Information in this publication is correct as of July 2018, but may be subjected to change.
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GATEwAY 
To A FuTurE 
In ASIA
public policy practitioners are 
offered myriad opportunities 
across different industries in 
singapore. 

recognised as a gateway to Asia, singapore offers a 
unique perspective on Asia’s transformative shifts that 
span economic growth, urbanisation, domestic reforms 
and globalisation. the city-state ranks as the top Asian 
country for quality of life, and boasts a robust economy, 
innovative urban infrastructure, amenities and healthcare. 
students can leverage on singapore as a springboard for 
further research and education opportunities, both within 
the country and around the region.

Cosmopolitan City

Language
english − the official language of 
administration and commerce1

Population
 – 5.61 million total2

 – over 70,000 international students annually3

 – diverse traditions and cultures

Infrastructure and Accessibility2

 – Integrated urban planning

 – nationwide wireless broadband network

 – World-class public transport system

Safety and Security

 – trusted legal and corporate 
governance systems2

 – low crime rate

Education Hub4

 – top-ranked Asian country for quality 
of life1

 – top education hub in the region and 
one of the best education systems in 
the world 

 – diverse array of scholarships, grants 
and fellowships 

 – educational certificates are widely 
recognised and highly sought after 
by international employers

Strategic Location2

 – changi International Airport is linked 
to 270 cities in 60 countries, with 
more than 6,600 weekly flights

 – 7-hour flight radius to china, India 
and the southeast Asian region

A Global Business Hub2

 – pro-business policies

 – most competitive in Asia

 – second-most competitive in the world

 – over 7,000 companies headquartered 
in the country

 – home to more than 90% of fortune 1000 
technology companies 

 – Among the top in the world’s easiest places 
to do business5

 – stable economic climate

1 “2017 Quality of living rankings.” mercer. 
march 14, 2017. Accessed may 02, 2017. 
https://www.imercer.com/content/mobility/
quality-of-living-city-rankings.html?Wt.
mc_id=A001185#list. 

2 International enterprise singapore. 
the singapore Advantage. singapore: 
International enterprise singapore, 2014.

3 “singapore solidifies its reputation as a 
regional education hub.” Icef monitor 
- market intelligence for international 
student recruitment. september 14, 2015. 
Accessed may 02, 2017. http://monitor.
icef.com/2014/06/singapore-solidifies-its-
reputation-as-a-regional-education-hub/.

4 hughes, Joanna. “4 top reasons Why you 
should study in singapore.” best masters 
degrees & masters programs 2017. April 07, 
2014. Accessed may 02, 2017. https://www.
masterstudies.com/news/4-top-reasons-
Why-you-should-study-in-singapore-385/.

5 “economy rankings.” ranking of 
economies - doing business - World bank 
group. Accessed may 02, 2017. http://www.
doingbusiness.org/rankings.
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InTErnATIonAL 
LEArnInG wITh An 
ASIAn FoCuS

our collaboration with 
world-class institutions 
ensures the continual 
enhancement of 
pedagogy and research. 

gLoBaL ParTnersHiP

We are proud to have extensive 
arrangements with universities 
worldwide, including double 
degree, dual degree and exchange 
programmes. We maintain a long-
standing strategic partnership with 
the John f. Kennedy school of 
government, harvard university. 

our experience as an established 
institution was tapped on by 
nazarbayev university, which 
partnered us to build their graduate 
school of public policy. In addition, 
we have engagements with various 
governments including bhutan, china, 
colombia, egypt, India, Indonesia, 
Japan, Kazakhstan, myanmar, nepal, 
philippines, russia, sri lanka, timor 
leste, united states and vietnam.

1  double degree programme: candidates can earn two 
master degrees simultaneously, from two separate 
schools of the university. candidates who are interested 
in the double degree programme need to apply with the 
participating school during the initial application stage. 
Applications to the double degree programmes should 
observe the application deadlines of both programmes.

2  dual degree programme: candidates can apply and 
obtain admission to the dual degree programmes during 
the first year of studies at lKyspp.

Strategic Partner

Double Degree1 Partners

Global Public Policy 
Network Partners

Student Exchange Partners

Dual Degree2 Partners

John F. Kennedy 
school of government, 
Harvard University

The geneva 
school of 
economics and 
Management, 
University of 
geneva

school of advanced 
international studies, 
John Hopkins University

The McCourt school 
of Public Policy, 
georgetown University

school of Public Policy 
and governance, 
University of Toronto

graduate school 
of Public Policy, 
University of Tokyo

school of international 
and Public affairs, 
Columbia University

London school of 
economics and 
Political science

University of 
British Columbia

escola de 
administracao de 
empresas de sao 
Paulo, Fundacao 
getulio vargas

Hertie school 
of governance

Department of Public 
administration, Korea University

graduate school in 
international studies, 
seoul national University

nUs Faculty of Law, 
national University of singapore

nUs Business school, 
national University of singapore

Yonsei University graduate 
school, Yonsei University

school of Public Policy, 
Tsinghua University

Moscow state institute 
of international 
relations (University)

graduate school 
of Public Policy, 
nazarbayev 
University

Bocconi University 

University of st gallen

The graduate institute 
of international and 
Development studies
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school of Public affairs, 
sciences Po

national graduate 
institute for Policy 
studies

 



Mr Kofi Annan
former secretary-general of the 
united nations

Daw Aung San Suu Kyi
first state counsellor of myanmar 

Sir Michael Barber
former chief education Advisor, 
pearson plc

Mr Tony Blair
former prime minister of the 
united Kingdom

Ms Martha Choe
former chief Administrative officer of the 
bill & melinda gates foundation

Ms Helen Clark
former Administrator of united nations 
development programme and former 
prime minister of new Zealand

Mr Dick Costolo
former chief executive officer, twitter

Mr Thomas Friedman
pulitzer prize-winning journalist and author

Prof Francis Fukuyama
American political scientist, political 
economist

H.E. Pavlo Klimkin
foreign minister of ukraine

Mr Pascal Lamy
former director general of the World 
trade organisation

Lord Peter Mandelson
chairman, global counsel 
former first secretary of state and 
secretary of state for business 
former european trade commissioner

Hon Murray McCully
former minister of foreign Affairs,  
new Zealand government

Prof Romano Prodi
former president of european 
commission

Mr Klaus Regling
german economist and current chief 
executive officer of the european financial 
stability facility (efsf) and managing director 
of the european stability mechanism

You can’t guarantee the quality 
of future kings, so you must 
start democracy at the right 
time, and the time is now.”
mr tshering tobgay
his honorable prime minister of bhutan
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IConIC 
LEADErS 
AT our  
DoorSTEP
notable academics, diplomats and heads 
of states share their public policy expertise.

DisTingUisHeD visiTors

our annual public lectures and forums are renowned for their supportive 
and collaborative learning atmospheres. students, faculty and visitors can 
delve into policy issues for new insights and fresh perspectives. some of our 
distinguished visitors include: 

Mr Kevin Rudd
former prime minister 
of Australia

Prof Klaus Schwab
founder and executive 
chairman, World economic 
forum

Prof Amartya Sen
professor, thomas W. lamont 
university, and professor of 
economics and philosophy, 
harvard university 
nobel memorial prize laureate 
in economic sciences 

Mr Tharman 
Shanmugaratnam
deputy prime minister 
of singapore

Prof Andrew Sheng
distinguished fellow, 
Asia global Institute, 
the university of hong Kong

Mr Tan Chuan-Jin
speaker of the parliament of singapore

mr david cameron 
Former Prime Minister of the 

United Kingdom

mr Kevin rudd 
former prime minister of Australia
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IGnITInG 
rEAL-worLD, PoSITIvE  
TrAnSForMATIon
our graduates are international 
change agents, highly sought after 
in a diverse range of fields.

aLUMni

An education at lee Kuan 
yew school of public 
policy is a gateway to a 
world of opportunities. 
our alumni continue to 
make a difference across 
the globe — refining 
public policy, establishing 
businesses and advancing 
non-profit movements. 
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Based on a 2016 alumni survey

INTERNATIONAL 
NETWORK

Singapore
26.6% 

Southeast 
Asia 
(excluding 
Singapore)
20.8% 

India 
6.3% 

China 
(including 
Hong Kong 
& Macau)
26.7% 

Africa & 
Middle 

East
2.5% 

Europe & 
Oceania

4.7% 

East Asia 
(excluding 

China)
2.8% 

North & 
South 

America
4.7% 

South Asia 
(excluding India) 

4.9% 

Mr Tan Chuan-Jin
speaker of the parliament of singapore

mr tan chuan-Jin served as the minister for social and family development from 9 April 
2015 until his election as speaker on september 2017, making him the 10th speaker of 
singapore. previously, as minister for manpower, mr tan introduced the silver support 
scheme, increase older workers’ cpf contribution rates to better support the elderly, 
oversaw the implementation of the progressive Wage model and introduced the fair 
consideration framework to ensure a level employment playing field for singaporeans. 

Ms Khemmani Pholsena
minister of Industry and commerce (laos)

ms Khemmani pholsena is minister of Industry and commerce of lao pdr. she played 
a proactive role in the Integrated framework process in lao pdr. she was the director 
general of foreign trade department within the ministry of Industry and commerce and 
was involved in foreign trade issues for more than 10 years.

Mr Jack Sim
founder, World toilet organisation (singapore)

mr Jack sim, founder of World toilet organisation (Wto) had a mission to raise the 
standards of public toilets in singapore and around the world. mr sim was named hero 
of the environment by time magazine in 2008. he also sits in the World economic 
forum’s global Agenda councils (gAc) for Water security and also the gAc for social 
entrepreneurship.

Mdm Foo Chi Hsia
singapore’s high comissioner to united Kingdom, ministry of foreign Affairs

mdm foo chi hsia, singapore’s high comissioner to united Kingdom, joined the 
ministry of foreign Affairs in september 1994. she was director in-charge of the 
International economics directorate responsible for Asia-pacific economic cooperation 
and Wto matters from 2008 to 2009. she served at the singapore permanent mission 
to the united nations in new york, including being the political coordinator during 
singapore’s term as a non-permanent member of the united nations security council.

our movers And shakers
LKYSPP Alumni

Ms Maria Anthonette Velasco 
Allones
executive director, career executive 
service board (philippines) 

Mr Lu Kang
minister, embassy of the people’s 
republic of china in the united states  
of America

Mr Ahmad Hanafi Rais
member of parliament (Indonesia)

Mr Pankaj Agarwal
principal secretary, Water resources 
dept, government of madhya pradesh 
(India)

Mr Prum Sokha
secretary of state, ministry of Interior 
(cambodia)

Mr Aubeck Kam Tse Tsuen
permanent secretary, ministry of 
communications and Information and 
ministry of manpower (singapore)

Mr Toh Han Li
chief executive, competition commission 
of singapore

Ms Koh Ee Wen
commander Air defence group, ministry 
of defence (singapore)

DIvERsE 
FIELDs

Government
50.0% 

Multilateral 
Development Bank 

2.0% 

Others 
1.0% 

MNC
12.0% 

NPO/NGO 
12.0% 

SME
6.0% 

Inter-Government 
Organisation 

3.0% 

State-Owned 
Enterprise 

2.0% Academic/Research
12.0% 

* Information in this publication is correct as of July 2018, but may be subjected to change.
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In the midst of Asia’s transformative 
shift, we are ideally positioned to 
shape the research agenda on the 
region’s economic, social, governance 
and environmental challenges and 
opportunities. We focus on four broad 
areas that reflect a transitioning Asia. 

the power balance and political landscape of 
the world has changed dramatically in recent 
decades. As Asia plays an increasingly prominent 
role in global affairs, we study the power shifts 
taking place across Asia and 
globally, and explore the 
geopolitical implications of 
these shifts for regional 
order in east and 
southeast Asia. our 
research brings a distinct 
Asian perspective to 
the study of politics and 
international relations, 
including consideration 
of the role of history and 
identity in shaping thinking in 
this area.

governments across 
Asia face myriad policy 
challenges, from 
balancing growth and 
equity to reducing 
poverty and promoting 
sustainable development. 
our research focuses on 
how governments respond 
to these challenges, and 
on the actors, institutions and 
mechanisms involved in building a 
capable state. We examine questions of policy 
design and implementation, enforcement and 
regulation, and policy effectiveness, efficiency, 
fairness and sustainability.

As Asia undergoes rapid economic and 
demographic transformations, it must 
address a range of urgent problems 
that are placing heavy burdens on 
public finances and social systems. We 
bring an Asian perspective, insights 
from singapore and an interdisciplinary 

approach to the investigation of these 
critical social policy issues. our research 

addresses, among other topics, labour 
market dynamics, social safety nets, pension 
systems, health economics and health care 
systems, and ageing societies.

emerging Asia accounts for more than half of world 
economic growth. our research examines the implications 
of Asia’s economic transformation for the region’s current 
and future well-being. specific research themes include 

international trade, finance and investment; 
regional economic integration; fiscal 

sustainability; technological innovations 
and the competitiveness of sub-national 
economies, cities and firms. Across 
these areas, we are interested in how to 
construct an ecosystem that enables 
an integrated approach to economic 
development and financial stability.

researCH aT THe Lee KUan YeW 
sCHooL oF PUBLiC PoLiCY

ShAPInG 
SChoLArLY 
InQuIrY 
AnD PoLICY-
MAKInG
the lee Kuan yew 
school of public policy 
(lKyspp) is committed 
to producing innovative 
and rigorous research 
that contributes both to 
scholarly inquiry as well 
as policymaking in Asia.



researCH CenTres

CEnTrES For ADvAnCInG 
PoLICY rESEArCh
our four research centres 
build networks for 
policy dialogue between 
policymakers, academics 
and other stakeholders.
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the research centres address varied 
areas of policy challenges in Asia: regional 
competitiveness, the role of Asia in global 
affairs, governance and social policy in singapore 
and across Asia, and water and environmental 
stress across the region. their approach to research 
ranges from purely academic to highly policy-relevant.

Asia Competitiveness Institute 
(ACI) 

About Us
AcI seeks to contribute to the enhancement of 
inclusive growth, living standards, and institutional 
governance through competitiveness research on 
sub-national economies in Asia.

Engagement and Influence
AcI has established partnerships with an extensive 
network of regional governments, including more than 40 
governments at the provincial and national level across 
china, India, Indonesia and elsewhere in AseAn. AcI 
also collaborates with regional and global institutions 
including the World bank and the european central bank. 

AcI has been recognised by the singapore government 
for its role in building indigenous research capabilities 
and was recently cited in the government’s report of the 
committee on the future economy.

Institute of Policy Studies (IPS) 

About Us
Ips analyses public policy in singapore, builds bridges 
between thought leaders, and communicates its findings 
to a wide audience.

Engagement and Influence 
Ips is recognised by policymakers, the media, 
businesses and civil society in singapore and beyond 
for providing a fine-grained and research-based 
understanding of how singapore ticks in various 
areas. by examining the immediate and long-term 
impact of government policies, Ips helps singaporean 
policymakers consider what emerging and long-range 
trends they should pay heed to in policy formulation. 

Ips also builds bridges between thought leaders from 
the public and private sectors, academia, and civil 
society through conferences, seminars and closed-
door discussions.

Institute of Water Policy (IWP) 

About Us
IWp aims to improve water policy and governance in 
Asia through research, training, thought leadership 
and consulting.

Engagement and Influence 
IWp has broad yet intimate engagement with water 
policymakers across Asia, including in India, the 
philippines, cambodia, vietnam and nepal, and with 
institutions such as the Asian development bank and 
the World bank. In singapore, IWp and lKyspp engage 
in regular policy dialogue with the public utilities board 
and conduct research on water consumption behaviour, 
recycled water and water tariffs.

IWp is also a leader in water policy training in the region. 
With the support of temasek foundation International 
(tfI), IWp and executive education have trained more 
than 200 water leaders across Asia through the tfI Water 
leadership programme.

Centre on Asia and 
Globalisation (CAG) 

About Us
cAg is dedicated to conducting in-depth research 
on developments in the Asia-pacific and beyond. 
cAg seeks to provide accurate, independent, and 
high-quality analysis on issues of regional and 
global significance for academia, decision-makers, 
commentators, and the general public.

Engagement and Influence 
cAg has established collaborative global networks with 
major think tanks in the united states, europe, russia 
and across Asia. through these collaborations, cAg 
serves as a platform for meaningful and constructive 
exchanges among leading scholars, top policy experts, 
and senior government officials.

cAg’s regional security roundtables bring together 
members of the chinese and Indian policy communities 
for track II dialogue on security, economics and 
diplomacy. cAg has hosted five roundtables since 2012.

cAg researchers are regularly consulted by 
governments and give presentations and lectures to 
key institutions including the shangri-la dialogue, ccp 
central party school, World Affairs council u.s. and the 
valdai club conference.
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A robust and diverse 
faculty grounds 
lee Kuan yew school of 
public policy curricula and 
research endeavours.

We have over 90 permanent and visiting professors who bring an 
international reputation as well as academic and policy expertise 
to the classroom.
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LEADInG by 
ExPErIEnCE 
AnD ExAMPLE

FaCULTY

Research Driven

our faculty actively push 
the boundaries to produce 
innovative research that 
furthers scholarly inquiry 
and policymaking, drawing 
on various theoretical, 
conceptual, methodological 
and disciplinary tools and 
perspectives.

QUAH, Danny, dean and li Ka shing 
professor in economics, lee Kuan yew 
school of public policy
Applied timeseries econometrics; economic 
growth and development; International 
economics; World order; models of global 
power relations

AKTER, Sonia, Assistant dean 
(research) & Assistant professor 
Agriculture; climate change; environmental 
policy and economics; food security; gender 
equity; non-market valuation; Women 
empowerment

AOKI, Naomi, Assistant professor
comparative public Administration; public 
management; disaster risk governance

ARARAL, Eduardo, co-director 
(Institute of Water policy) &  
Associate professor
climate change; decentralisation and federalism; 
regulatory policy; sustainable development; 
Water management, governance and policy

BAJPAI, Kanti Prasad, director 
(centre on Asia and globalisation) & 
Wilmar professor of Asian studies 
International security; Asian security; china-India 
relations; south Asia; India’s foreign policy and 
national security

BISWAS, Asit, visiting professor
business and public policy, corporate social 
responsibility; future of world’s resources 
(water, food, energy and environment) beyond 
2030; Water policy and governance

CHEN, Jie Yvonne, Assistant professor
Agriculture; china development policy; 
development policy; health policy; Water 
management, governance and policy

CHEN, Kang, director (mpAm and 
chinese executive education) & 
visiting professor
budgeting; china development policy; china 
economy; china provincial-central government 
relations; decentralisation and federalism

CHINDARKAR, Namrata, 
Assistant professor
development policy; social policy; Water policy; 
energy policy; gender equity; food security; 
governance and policy

CRABTREE, James, 
Associate professor in practice

American, british, and european politics; 
economic and financial regulation; Innovation 
and new technology; political communication; 
politics and business in India and south Asia; 
regional connectivity, including china’s “belt 
and road”; technology and the future of media; 
the future of globalisation; trade and the 
politics of trade in Asia

DEMIRCIOGLU, Mehmet Akif, 
Assistant professor
public sector innovation; employee attitudes; 
social media in the public sector; public 
management reforms

FONG, Joelle H,  
Assistant professor
Annuity pricing; economic and health aspects 
of population aging; health state transition 
modeling; longevity risk management and 
retirement security; long-term care financing and 
insurance; pension economics and finance; public 
and private insurance markets

FRANCIS-TAN, Andrew Michael, 
visiting Associate professor
education; labor; health; demography and 
population; race/ethnicity

GU, Qingyang, deputy director 
(mpAm), director (chinese executive 
education) & Associate professor
china economy; Infrastructure development; 
singapore public policy; urban policy and 
planning

HO, Selina, Assistant professor
china-India relations; china-southeast Asia 
relations; chinese politics and foreign policy; 
public goods provision; Water politics

HUI, Weng Tat, Associate professor
globalisation; Inequality and labour markets; 
human capital and migration policies; social 
security and ageing issues; manpower  
policy issues

JOO, Yu Min, Assistant professor
Asian urbanization and development; urban 
governance and policies; smart cities; Asian 
global cities; city branding; urban mega-projects

KADIR, Suzaina, vice dean 
(Academic Affairs) & senior lecturer
ethnicity and religion in southeast Asia; public-
private partnerships

KHONG, Yuen Foong, li Ka shing 
professor in political science
AseAn and southeast Asia; International 
relations theory; International security

KIM, Hye Won Erin, 
Assistant professor
social policy; social demography; Quantitative 
methods and program evaluation

LALL, Ashish, Associate professor
trade, competitiveness and competition policy; 
Ict and competitiveness; payment systems; 
Aviation economics and policy

LAM, Chuan Leong, 
professor in practice
market analysis and micro-economics; particularly 
with regards to regulation of monopolies, and 
market efficiency

LEE, You Na, Assistant professor
organizations; Innovation; Intellectual property; 
science, technology and Innovation policy

LEONG, Ching, co-director (Institute 
of Water policy) & Assistant professor
Water policies; public sector reform; 
communication strategies; Institutional economics; 
Water governance; sustainability and public 
communication

LI, Hui, Assistant professor
china development policy; Intergovernmental 
fiscal relations and decentralisation; local 
governance; public budgeting and finance

LIM, Siong Guan, 
professor in practice
leadership development and national 
governance; leadership and change 
management

LU, Xi, Assistant professor
political economy; development economics; 
china economy; elite politics; corruption and 
economic growth

MANCINI, Francesco,  
Associate dean & co-director 
(executive education) &  
visiting Associate professor
International peace and security; conflict 
analysis and resolution; policy analysis; global 
governance; united nations

NG, Kok Hoe, Assistant professor
Ageing: evaluation of pilot social services: 
old-age pensions and income security: public 
housing policy: social policy

NG, Reuben, Assistant professor
social gerontology; healthcare and people 
analytics; learning analytics; retirement; 
resilience; social cohesion; culture; 
psychometrics; policy and program evaluation; 
smart cities; data policy, strategy and cyber 
security

PANGESTU, Tikki, visiting professor
health policy; social policy; global health; global 
health governance; use of evidence in policy

RAMESH, M, professor and unesco 
chair on social policy design in Asia
social policy and governance in Asia

RAJAN, Ramkishen S, 
vice dean (research) & professor
Asian economy; exchange rates and currency; 
global economic crisis; trade, investment and 
finance

SALLY, Razeen, visiting Associate 
professor
global economy; Asian economies; china, India 
and AseAn; trade and investment policies; Wto 
and ftAs; eu economies and brexit; sri lanka

TAEIHAGH, Araz,  
Assistant professor
decision support systems and applications 
of complexity and systems approach to 
public policy and strategy; Infrastructure 
and sustainable development; policy design, 
analysis, and analytics; socio-technical systems, 
technology policy and governance of technology

TAN, Kenneth Paul, 
Associate professor
cities and urban policies; education policy; 
ethnicity and religion in southeast Asia; 
performance management and public values; 
public-private partnerships; singapore 
international relations; singapore social policy; 
social policy

TAN, Khee Giap, co-director (Asia 
competitiveness Institute) & visiting 
Associate professor
Asian competitiveness; singapore economy; 
trade, investment and finance

TAN, Poh Lin, Assistant professor
singapore population policy; demography and 
population; education policy; social policy

TAN, Soo Jie Sheng, 
Assistant professor
environmental and development economics; 
environmental health; Water and sanitation 
issues; Indoor and outdoor air pollution

THAMPAPILLAI, Dodo J, 
visiting professor
climate change; environmental policy and 
economics; global economic crisis; sustainable 
development

THOMAS, Vinod, visiting professor
climate change and the environment; Income 
distribution and poverty evaluation; International 
development; policy analysis; economics; 
macroeconomic policy; trade policy

VALENTINE, Scott Victor, Assistant 
dean (research) & Associate professor
sustainable development policy; energy policy; 
circular economy; corporate environmental 
management; environmental policy; urban 
policy and planning; policy design and 
implementation; climate change policy and 
politics; leadership; network management; 
performance management and public values; 
public-private partnerships; Qualitative methods

VAN DER WAL, Zeger, 
Associate professor
performance management and public values; 
public-private partnerships

VU, Minh Khuong, Associate professor
economic growth, competitiveness, and impacts 
of Ict on development; AseAn’s economic 
integration, structural change, and productivity 
performance; policy for prompting digital 
transformation and productivity growth

WU, Alfred Muluan, 
Associate professor
public sector reform; central-local fiscal relations; 
corruption and governance; social protection

ZHENG, Huanhuan, 
Assistant professor
financial economics; International finance



innovaTive PeDagogY

EnGAGInG 
STuDEnTS ThrouGh 
ACTIvE LEArnInG
bringing the world into your classroom.

our innovative pedagogy combines technology and academic resources to create a 
unique teaching environment that goes beyond the walls of a traditional classroom. 
fully equipped to support real-time video conferencing, students can learn from 
renowned academics all over the world and interact with international students, 
thereby gaining exposure to diverse perspectives and learning environments. 

students will gain fresh policy insights through exchanges with international academics 
and peers on issues such as, state fragility in nigeria’s conflict zones and the peace 
process in myanmar.
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Blended Learning in a Globalised Classroom 

blended learning combines face-to-face and non-face-to-face activities within a single classroom. It is 
intended to allow for greater flexibility and broaden the scope for student learning. blended learning 

enhances student engagement, fosters student’s ownership of the learning process and prepare 
students for the real world. 

Student Engagement
research shows that students are more likely to lose focus after 15 minutes in a traditional 

lecture setting. by encouraging active learning and participation, the blended learning 
approach helps to better engage students and deepen their learning experience.

Student-Centric Learning
In blended classrooms, students have access to online resources, such as video 

lectures, which they can access outside the classroom. students therefore access 
resources and class materials at their own pace. students can watch the lectures 

as many times as they want so as to master the materials. In a diverse classroom, 
such as at lKyspp, this is especially useful as it helps students develop 

confidence to participate in class.

Real-World Scenarios
each lesson is more than a lecture of the topic at hand; students are 

expected to assess, discuss, debate and present their recommendations 
on scenarios based on real-world challenges and issues.

Diverse Classroom
our international student body reflects a diverse number of 

learning styles. the lKyspp innovative pedagogy is a flexible 
approach that provides students with the space to learn at 

their own pace and the opportunity to contribute in an 
open environment.

Pedagogy in Action

through real-time video conferences, guided 
discussions, and project work, students can engage 
in lively debates and spark a meaningful sharing of 
viewpoints. the active learning classroom bridges the 
distance between the lee Kuan yew school of public 
policy (lKyspp) and premier institutions such as 
university of california, university of cambridge and 
university of tokyo. It fosters a collaborative sharing 
of resources, and the building of networks between 
lKyspp students and their international peers.

this simulates a real-world working experience, 
enabling students to develop the ability to work 
with their international peers of varied strengths, 
cultures and backgrounds. the opportunity to work 

on projects, which focus on tackling simulated 
challenges inspired by real-world issues, gives 
students an edge in honing their problem-solving 
skills and sharpening their critical thinking skills.

students will also benefit from tapping into 
the research strengths of various institutions 
and experience entirely different education 
systems. the distributive online collaborative 
course (docc) allows students to connect with 
international experts via online collaborative 
lectures. multiple screens in the classroom, and 
the use of specific software, allow students from 
around the world to “attend” classes without 
having to be in the same physical location.21



bukit
timah
campus

national 
monument 
& Winner 
of the urA 
Architectural 
heritage 
Award

situated next to the singapore 
botanic gardens, a unesco 
World heritage site, our 
campus is a distinctive blend of 
white colonial-era architecture 
in the neo-classical style, lush 
greenery spread over sloping 
lawns and quadrangles, and 
modern classrooms, research 
facilities and study spaces.

hoME — whErE PAST, 
PrESEnT AnD FuTurE MEET 
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CaMPUs anD aCCoMMoDaTion

college 
green — 
dunearn 
road 
hostels

We maintain college green, 
an estate of hostels over 
3.5 hectares comprising 62 
terraced-houses. located 
within walking distance of our 
bukit timah campus, college 
green is home to international 
graduate students from over 
50 countries. more than 
just living quarters, college 
green provides students with 
a conducive environment 
that fosters peer learning, 
exploration of different cultures 
and professional networking. 
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graDUaTe PrograMMes

InTErDISCIPLInArY  

LEArnInG, InnovATIvE TEAChInG

distinctive and 
innovative curricula, 
situated within the 
asian context and 
focused on case- 
and team-teaching.
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Master in
Public Policy

Master in
Public
administration

Master in
Public
administration
and Management

PhD
Programme

Master in
international
affairs

Master in Public Policy 
(MPP)

 – two-year full-time programme

 – for young professionals with up to 
five years of work experience 

 – develops a strong foundation 
in policy analysis, programme 
evaluation and management 

 – requires students to undergo the 
policy Analysis exercise (pAe), 
where they will have to define and 
analyse policy issues, evaluate 
existing programmes, formulate and 
assess policy options and develop 
specific, actionable recommendations 
for a client organisation

 – option of pursuing a double degree 
at nus business school (mpp-mbA) 
or nus law school (mpp-llm)

Master in International 
Affairs (MIA)

 – two-year full-time programme

 – for people who are passionate 
about contributing to positive 
transformation in Asia and beyond

 – brings Asia’s role as a key influencer 
in world affairs to the forefront, 
and draws from a range of subjects 
like international political economy, 
global governance, foreign policy 
analysis and geopolitics

 – requires students to undertake a 
master thesis in cooperation with 
a practice partner or a capstone 
project under the supervision of a 
faculty member

Master in Public 
Administration (MPA)

 – one-year full-time programme

 – for senior managers from the public 
and non-profit sectors, as well as 
multilateral organisations 

 – provides intensive, interdisciplinary 
training to tackle complex issues 
that shape national, regional and 
global policies and projects 

 – requires students to complete the 
year-long governance study project 
(gsp), which consists of a study trip 
to a neighbouring country and a 
student conference

 – option of pursuing a double degree 
at nus business school (mpA-mbA) 
or nus law school (mpA-llm)

Double Master Degree 
in Public Policy and 
European Affairs  
(MPP-MEA) 

 – two-year full-time programme

 – Jointly offered by lKyspp and 
sciences po

 – for people who are interested to 
equip themselves with public policy 
skills and concepts

 – Applicants have to fulfill the 
admission requirements for 
both universities in order to gain 
admission to this programme

Master in Public 
Administration and 
Management (MPAM) 

 – ten-month full-time programme, 
conducted in chinese

 – Jointly offered by lKyspp and nus 
business school

 – for mid-level and senior government 
officials and state-owned enterprise 
(soe) executives 

 – provides problem-based learning with 
particular focus on china and India

PhD in Public Policy 

 – maximum four-year programme

 – for applicants who demonstrate 
strong potential for high quality 
doctoral work, timely completion 
and successful academic careers

 – Imparts high-level theoretical, 
methodological and substantive 
expertise in public policy, as well as 
necessary communication skills for 
teaching and research careers

The LKY School Course

A 13-week programme unique to the 
school, the lee Kuan yew school course 
(lKy school course) seeks to facilitate 
thought-provoking conversations on the 
big questions of public policy. how are 
resources allocated? What is the role of the 
state in markets? how should countries be 
governed?

led by both academics and practitioners of 
public policy, the lKy school course aims 
to inculcate deeper thinking in students. 
faculty with varied areas of expertise and 
experience will add to a vibrant exchange of 
viewpoints within the classroom.

beyond understanding singapore’s 
successful past policies, the lKy school 
course seeks to encourage students to 
think beyond the present and anticipate 
future governance challenges in the region.

Curriculum Highlights

 – study of “wicked problems”, such as 
climate change and international economic 
governance from an Asian perspective 

 – Analysis of relevant case studies, such 
as the Asian financial crisis, migration in 
Asia, inequality and the growth of cities

 – Interdisciplinary learning through team-
teaching of multi-faceted topics, such as 
myanmar in transition 

 – first-hand learning through overseas 
study trips

 – opportunities to work with organisations 
and government agencies on real-life 
challenges confronting them

they include: 

 – Lim siong guan 
Professor in Practice at LKYSPP; Former 
Group President of GIC; Advisor to Group 
Executive Committee of GIC; Former Head 
of Singapore Civil Service and Permanent 
Secretary of the Ministries of Defence, 
Education and Finance and the Prime 
Minister’s Office; First Principal Private 
Secretary to founding Prime Minister 
Lee Kuan Yew, Singapore’s Founding 
Prime Minister; Former Chairman of the 
Singapore Economic Development Board 

 – Lam Chuan Leong 
Professor in Practice at LKYSPP; Former 
Permanent Secretary in the Ministry of 
Finance, Ministry of the Environment, 
Ministry of National Development, Ministry 
for Trade and Industry, and the Ministry of 
Communications and Information

LKY sCHooL
CoUrse

Driving thought-
provoking

conversations

Inculcating deeper
policy thinking

demystifying the unicorn — featuring 
singapore as an illustrative case study

Amalgamating strengths of leading 
academics and practitioners in the field 
of public policy

Anticipating future governance 
challenges through an analysis of past 
and current policies

Double Master 
Degree in 
Public Policy 
and european 
affairs



eXeCUTive eDUCaTion

*our registration number from the state Administration of foreign experts Affairs is p0343. 

the lee Kuan yew school of public policy (lKyspp) executive 
education programmes provide leaders the opportunity to 
develop skills to thrive in a complex, fast-changing world. 
they encourage critical reflection, impact valuable knowledge 
on governance and policy making, and create opportunities 
for learning across departmental boundaries and intellectual 
disciplines. our diverse and international faculty helps to equip 
our students with multiple perspectives to make sense of the 
complexity they face. 

to date, we have served the interests of over 15,000 people in 
100 countries. students are exposed to learning methodologies 
such as: panel discussions, debates, case studies, simulations, 
and field visits. through the integration of theory and practice, 
we help participants become more effective managers, 
leaders and decision-makers, able to influence and impact the 
development and management of their organisations.
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GrEATEr  

LEArnInG 
oPPorTunITIES

uniquely designed to strengthen the leadership and management 
capabilities of organisations and working professionals.

Open Enrolment Programmes
our open enrolment programmes cater to the needs of time-constrained senior 
managers who are looking to refresh their managerial expertise and skills, or 
knowledge in specific topics. our programmes also provide participants a conducive 
setting for substantive dialogue, problem-solving, and peer networking.

Customised Programmes
by engaging academic experts and experienced practitioners, we develop a 
custom-designed programme to meet our clients’ needs. programmes can range 
from a few days to several years and are conducted at lKyspp’s training facilities 
in singapore or at overseas client organisations. 

 

Chinese Executive Education
complementing our core executive education programmes, the chinese executive 
education provides customised programmes in mandarin to meet the increasing 
training demands from chinese-speaking regions. our chinese programmes are 
certified for international exchange of personnel by china’s state Administration of 
foreign experts Affairs.*in singapore or at overseas client organisations. 

Technology

Social Policy

Economic Policy 
and Analysis

Sustainable
Development Regional Insights

Public Management 
and Governance

our Themes:



THE  

FounDATIon  
oF our  
IMPACT
A better world starts with an 
investment in good governance 
and thought leadership.

FUnDing anD sUPPorT

our donors have enabled us to maintain 
a world-class campus, engage renowned 
faculty and create innovative teaching 
methods. their support fuels the 
development of future policymakers and 
thought leaders who impact governance 
across the globe.

over 75 per cent of our students receive 
scholarships or some form of financial aid, 
and this is projected to remain as the key 
enabler for students from the region to seek 
public policy education at the school.
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In Venezuela, we see Asia as a 
distant land which we know very little 
about. I would never have imagined that 
I would be given the chance to study in 
Asia. Upon arrival, I discovered a whole 
new world. I am amazed by Singapore’s 
achievements in such a short history. 
Singapore is truly an example to other 
nations. At LKYSPP, each day was a 
new learning experience that inspired 
me to constantly think of ideas which 
can be implemented in my country in 
the next few years.”

I would like to express my 
sincerest gratitude to my gracious donor, 
Dr Li Ka-shing, whose generosity 
enabled me to broaden my knowledge, 
hone my skills and enrich my life. It 
has been a great learning journey. I 
have spent 10 years with the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs in China, and the last 
two years working with China’s leading 
aluminium producer, CHALCO and 
China’s biggest bank, ICBC Head Office 
in Beijing. I hope to contribute to 
improving governance in China.”

My career goal is to become a 
policy maker who can bring about 
change and I am particularly interested 
in the areas of education, climate 
change and health. The two years at 
LKYSPP has reaffirmed my desire to 
become a policy maker and make a 
difference in people’s lives.”

I appreciate the opportunity to 
study in this highly respected academic 
institution. Without this scholarship, 
I would not have been able to finance 
my studies at LKYSPP. I feel honoured 
and privileged to be granted this 
scholarship. It is a precious opportunity 
to study abroad and experience student 
life in Singapore.”

Zhang Leilei 
li Ka shing foundation 
scholar, master in public 
Administration 2015/2016 
(china)

Mrijan rimal 
lee foundation scholar, 
master in public policy 
2014/2016 (nepal)

aphilom vanthanouvong 
chang yung-fa scholarship, 
master in public policy 
2014/2016 (laos)

Carlos eduardo scull 
raygada 
lee foundation scholar, 
master in public policy 
2015/2017 (venezuela)
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